WAT E R SP ORT S ACT I VI T I ES

MOTORIZED ACTIVITIES
FUN TUBING (DONUT RIDE)
3 PERSONS | 20 MIN | AED330
Tubing (also known as inner tubing, "bumper tubing" or even toobing) is a
recreational activity where an individual rides on top of an inner tube, on water.
The tubes themselves are also known as "donuts" or "biscuits" due to their shape.

WAKEBOARD
20 MIN | AED330
Wakeboarding is a surface water sport which involves riding a wakeboard over the
water surface. It was developed from a combination of water skiing,
snowboarding, and surfing techniques.

WATERSKI
20 MIN | AED330
Water skiing (also waterskiing or water-skiing) is a surface water sport in which an
individual is pulled behind a boat. The sport requires sufficient area on a smooth
stretch of water, one or two skis, a tow boat with rope.

DOUBLE TROUBLE
3 PERSONS | 20 MIN | AED330
Double Trouble but twice the fun. Double trouble
means two tubes in one! Inflated floors with safety
chambers and 4 foam-filled handles with soft
neoprene knuckle guards make users feel safe and
secure.

All prices are in UAE dirhams and are exclusive of 10% service charge, 3.5% tourism fee, 2% municipality fee and 5% VAT.

BANANA RIDE
5 PERSONS | 20 MIN | AED330
A banana boat (or water sled), is an unpowered, inflatable recreational boat meant to
be towed. Three to five riders sitting on a larger, main tube and resting their feet on
two laterally flanking tubes which stabilize the boat. The main tube is often yellow
and banana-shaped.

FLY BOARD
20 MIN | AED600
A Flyboard is a brand of hydro lighting device which supplies propulsion to drive
the Flyboard into the air to perform a sport known as hydro flying. A Flyboardrider
stands on a board connected by a long hose to a watercraft.

KNEE BOARDING
20 MIN | AED330
The rider is towed on a board pulled by a high speed motor boat. Riders kneel on
their heels on the board, and secure themselves to the deck with a strap over their
thighs.

JET SKI
30 MIN | AED365 / 60 MIN | AED620
Jet ski also called personal watercraft (PWC), water scooter, is a recreational
watercraft that the rider sits or stands on, rather than inside of, as in a boat, have
two style categories, first and most popular being a runabout or "sit down" where
the rider uses the watercraft mainly sitting down, and the watercraft typically
holds 1 or 2 people.

UNDERWATER SCOOTER
20 MIN | AED200
Underwater Scooters, also known as DPVs or Diver Propulsion Vehicles, are an
exhilarating piece of technology that entices all types of divers. A scooter that’ll
help move you forward in the water. Divers hold onto the handles from behind and
allow themselves to be pulled through the water at speed of up to 9 mph. Ideal for
those of you who want to experience the underwater world without added the
effort.

All prices are in UAE dirhams and are exclusive of 10% service charge, 3.5% tourism fee, 2% municipality fee and 5% VAT.

NON-MOTORIZED ACTIVITIES

KAYAK SINGLE

KAYAK DOUBLE

20 MIN | AED85

20 MIN | AED110

Kayaking is the use of a kayak for moving across water. It is distinguished from
canoeing by the sitting position of the paddler and the number of blades on the
paddle. A kayak is a low-to-the-water, canoe-like boat in which the paddler sits
facing forward, legs in front, using a double-bladed paddle to pull front-to-back on
one side and then the other in rotation.

STAND UP PADDLE
20 MIN | AED85
Stand up paddle boarding (SUP) offers a fun way to play on the water, with the
added benefit of a full-body workout. And, since you stand at full height on
your board, it gives you a unique vantage point for viewing what's down under
the water and out on the horizon.

FLOW RIDER (SURF POOL)
15 MIN | AED 220 / 30 MIN AED 335 /
60 MIN | AED620
Flow riding or flow boarding sport incorporating elements of surfing, body boarding, skateboarding. Flow riders ride on an artificial waves that are technically called
“sheet waves.

All prices are in UAE dirhams and are exclusive of 10% service charge, 3.5% tourism fee, 2% municipality fee and 5% VAT.

BOAT ACTIVITIES

SNORKELING TRIP (24 HOURS’ NOTICE)
6 PERSONS | 4 HOURS | AED4000

FISHING TRIP (24 HOURS’ NOTICE)
5 PERSONS | 4 HRS | AED4000

BOAT CRUISING

4 PERSONS | 1 HOUR
| AED1210
4 PERSONS | 2 HOURS | AED2180
4 PERSONS | 3 HOURS | AED3190

SAILING
HOBIE CAT
4 PERSONS | 1 HOUR | AED960
4 PERSONS | 2 HOURS | AED1810

All prices are in UAE dirhams and are exclusive of 10% service charge, 3.5% tourism fee, 2% municipality fee and 5% VAT.
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